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INTRODUCTION

The Tactical Ground Reporting System (TIGR)
[1] was designed by the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) for use by
patrol soldiers at the company echelon and
below. These soldiers have adopted the system
as their primary tool for capturing and sharing
combat patrol information, and there are now
more than 95,000 users of the system. At the
time of writing, TIGR is actively used at hun-
dreds of sites by thousands of deployed U.S.
Army and British Army soldiers in Afghanistan
and throughout the world, as well as all conti-

nental U.S. (CONUS) Army units undergoing
pre-deployment training.

TIGR addresses a series of challenging
requirements: the need to efficiently search large
amounts of tactical data and the need to support
rich multimedia attachments, using bandwidth-
efficient thumbnails and compressed versions of
the multimedia. TIGR was developed as a sys-
tem tailored to the distribution and searching of
rich media, and fills a gap between operations
and intelligence by providing theater-wide distri-
bution of patrol reports, significant actions, and
other tactical information. 

This article examines key design aspects of the
system that are responsible for its widespread
adoption: a web browser client that is intuitive,
lightweight, and scalable, and a cloud-based archi-
tecture that makes extensive use of caching and
compression to minimize network utilization and
optimize the user experience over tactical net-
works with frequent outages. The article also pro-
vides a description of the user base and use cases
of TIGR that drive the utilization of the system.

TIGR USERS
TIGR was designed originally for patrol leaders
and other operational users at the company ech-
elon and below, and focused on post-patrol
debriefs and pre-patrol mission planning. Rather
than solely relying on higher echelon intelligence
staff for relevant information, a platoon leader
or company commander could search TIGR for
all information on the area of interest, and also
directly enter reports and pictures into TIGR
after a mission. TIGR breaks from the tradition-
al hierarchical, bottom-up filtered information
flow of reporting, and instead builds on the suc-
cesses of direct peer-to-peer collaboration that
originated in efforts such as CompanyCommand
[2] and CAVNET [3].

Since its initial fielding, TIGR has not only
strengthened information sharing among patrol
leaders but has allowed the common operational
picture to be shared among disparate groups on
the ground. For example, TIGR allows “land-
owning” units to collaborate with other units
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that work in or travel through their area of
responsibility (AOR) such as the Military Police
(MP), Combat Service Support (CSS) and logis-
tics units, and Human Terrain Team (HTT)
members. All these groups can share and utilize
the information they are collecting and tracking.
Also, notably, TIGR facilitates information push
downward to the “tip of the spear” so that patrol
leaders now have access to detailed improvised
explosive device (IED) threat analysis and ultra-
high-resolution map imagery previously only
available at the higher echelons. Patrol leaders
can view geographically specific warnings posted
by the intelligence teams of impending attacks as
well as possible IED plantings along their patrol
route. Traditionally, information was vetted and
filtered as it went up the chain of command;
TIGR promotes peer-to-peer information shar-
ing at every echelon. TIGR was originally
focused on planning and debriefing activities,
but has been extended to provide real-time situ-
ational awareness information such as displaying
position location information. Beginning in 2012,
TIGR systems began being deployed as part of
the Joint Capabilities Release (JCR) software
update [4] in some vehicles, and in 2013 TIGR
systems are deployed in Warfighter Information
Network — Tactical (WIN-T) [5] commanders’
vehicles allowing for use on the move, and dur-
ing the execution phase of missions.

TIGR INFORMATION MODEL
One requirement of designing an intuitive user
interface is the need for an information model
that is both simple and general. Traditionally,

military reporting consists of filling out forms
with many obligatory fields that reflect the infor-
mation needs of higher echelons. The structured
fields often become irrelevant or obsolete as the
fight evolves. The TIGR data model comprises
just five types of data objects — Events, Places,
Reports, Tasks, and Collections — and their
content is unobtrusively structured. The number
of mandatory fields is kept to the minimum. 

Events are represented as icons on the map
and can describe non-kinetic activities (e.g.,
meeting a local leader) as well as enemy activity
(e.g., small arms attack). TIGR Events are creat-
ed by selecting the Event Category from a drop-
down menu and dragging the icons onto the
map. An Event’s key fields are the time of occur-
rence and location. Additional structured data
can include its title, creator name, creator unit,
drawings on the map, narrative summary, and
any relevant media. Media commonly consist of
photos, but may also include video, audio,
Microsoft® Office documents and other files.

Places are similar to Events but only have a
location, not a time of occurrence. Places are
things such as a power plant, a mosque, or other
infrastructure.

Reports are summaries that pull together
Events and Places with additional narrative con-
text that may describe an overall mission and
include the route or track taken if appropriate.
Reports are created when a soldier returns from
a patrol and describes the details of his/her mis-
sion, including the Places visited and the Events
that occurred while on patrol.

Tasks are used for mission planning and exe-
cution purposes. Using Tasks, a user can place a

Figure 1. Example task window, and the corresponding icons and operational graphics on the map.
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Task on the map, assign a unit to perform the
desired task, assign a date/time, attach relevant
media such as orders, and create and associate
sub-tasks (i.e., for platoon- or squadron-level sub
tasks).

Collections are a user-defined group of
Events, Places, Tasks, and Reports. It is similar
to a folder; examples include all detainees for
the month of April, high value target reporting
for a particular area of operations, or a group of
all reconstruction projects in a particular AOR.

TIGR CLIENT
The TIGR client is browser-based, and has a
simple interface that supports the full range of
operations for a lower echelon unit. TIGR was
designed using the look and feel of popular
social media websites, making its usage very
intuitive for younger generations of soldiers.
There are specially optimized interfaces avail-
able for smaller screened laptops, as well as
touch screen panels found in vehicle installa-
tions. The client has a presentation based on
maps, and makes use of menus and tabs. There
are five main tabs: Search, Create, Forums, T-
Mail, and Profile. The Search for content is
done with the map interface. The Create tab
allows content such as Events and drawings to
be added to the map. The Forums tab provides
access to a forum where users in the TIGR com-
munity exchange information of tactical rele-
vance as well as postings related to desired
feature enhancements in TIGR or technical
problems encountered. The T-Mail tab accesses
the TIGR internal messaging capability. The
Profile tab accesses the user profile including the
contact information for a user, which is especial-
ly valuable for users to collaborate outside of
TIGR. TIGR makes it easy to find and contact

the soldier on the ground with direct knowledge
of the people, places, and events of interest. This
direct tie between the data in TIGR and real
people provides a level of trust and believability
that is unique in tactical systems.

Information is presented in a spatial context,
using icons or drawings as appropriate. The data
in TIGR is searchable by keyword, date time
group range, category, and unit. Most important,
data is searchable using the map — a soldier can
draw a box, polygon or route on the map and
constrain the search to the designated area.
Searches can be modified, for example, by resiz-
ing the geospatial search or changing the hostile
event categories of interest. When search criteria
are updated, the results automatically appear
both geospatially on the map as well as in a list
view. 

The map icons are active elements: a mouse
rollover of an icon will show thumbnails of
attached pictures, and a mouse click will bring up
a window with detailed information about the
icon. For example, a click on an Event icon will
reveal the detailed narrative of the event that
occurred, and all of the attached media and photo
thumbnails. A mouse click on one of the thumb-
nails will bring up a larger view of the photo. 

The amount of content in each Report, Event,
and Place varies greatly in terms of textual detail
and the number of media added. A user in
Afghanistan, for example, combined the use of
TIGR with a GPS-enabled camera to capture a
significant number of photos during a fight. The
resulting report, with over 100 Mbytes of photos,
would have been impossibly hard to share using
traditional means, but TIGR makes widespread
dissemination possible and information discovery
easy as each photo is represented on the TIGR
map with an icon, rather than being just a file
attachment in a large assortment of files. 

Figure 2. High-resolution aerial imagery with ground-level view perspective.
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High-quality terrain imagery is of key impor-
tance to tactical users who rely on maps for mis-
sion planning and analysis. TIGR currently
provides the best tactical map imagery to users
by tapping into a variety of different sources.
Commercial geospatial imagery from a variety of
sources as well as the National Geospatial-Intel-
ligence Agency (NGA) provides 0.6 to 1 m per
pixel resolution imagery covering hot spots such
as Afghanistan and the Horn of Africa. TIGR
utilizes a forward deployed team to process and
distribute the very latest aerial imagery collected
in theater (e.g., Buckeye [6] and PeARL™ [7])
to provide even higher-resolution views. TIGR
utilizes elevation data from satellite and Light
Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) to provide ter-
rain information to enhance mission planning
using the built-in line of sight and intervisibility
tools. All of this imagery is provided by an
OpenGIS standards compliant Web Map Service
(WMS) [8] server, which allows other systems to
leverage the local imagery repositories. Imagery
is stored locally on servers throughout the cloud
to reduce WAN bandwidth requirements. Due
to constraints imposed by available storage
space, a typical server is configured with a base
set of NGA imagery for the whole country,
enhanced with a higher-resolution imagery set
that covers the particular region the server is
supporting.

TIGR defaults to automatically selecting the
best imagery as a user pans or zooms the map
using an algorithm that takes into account the
resolution and collection date of the imagery.
The user can also choose among all available
imagery choices for a particular area so that they
can see a topological map, an older map show-
ing a region prior to a reconstruction project,
and so on. In addition to elevation, satellite,
aerial, and topological map imagery, TIGR
offers a 360° ground-level view of approximately
9000 street miles in Iraq and 1000 street miles in
Afghanistan. This data was originally collected
as part of the Rapid Equipping Force [9] spon-
sored TOURIST project, but PM JBC-P has
begun integrating ground-level perspective
imagery from other sources, and this is expected
to increase significantly as the typical vehicle
sensor packages expand. 

TIGR SERVERS
TIGR is a distributed cloud-based system
designed to operate on disadvantaged networks.
TIGR uses persistent TCP connections over
existing network assets — tactical network
assets under unit control and the strategic net-
work — as available. The TIGR cloud consists
of servers located at large forward operating
bases (FOBs), as well as remote outposts such
as joint security stations (JSSs) and coalition
outposts (COPs).

Server hardware varies from multi-CPU rack-
mounted servers with uninterruptible power sup-
plies to laptop computers. The laptop servers are
deployed in large numbers at smaller outposts.
A snapshot of the Iraq server topology when at
its most distributed level is depicted in Fig. 3.

The server distribution is critical to provid-
ing reliable functionality on tactical networks.

Tactical networks are unreliable for many rea-
sons; for example, power disruptions or diffi-
cult terrain can cause outages. Hence, link
outages and disruptions are the norm rather
than the exception. Multiple primary replica-
tion connections are utilized at key servers, as
well as secondary connections configured to be
utilized as alternate server options, particularly
for mobile servers. By placing servers close to
the users at the edge, we can ensure that sol-
diers can continue to exercise TIGR function-
ality locally even when all of these network and
server redundancy mechanisms are insuffi-
cient.. Once the WAN connectivity is restored,
TIGR’s synchronization mechanism will auto-
matically exchange the data generated during
an outage. 

The TIGR architecture [10] consists of
clients, mobile servers, edge servers, and core
servers. Functionally, the difference between
core servers and the smaller edge and mobile
servers is simply the amount and type of infor-
mation that is synchronized with its peers. When
deployed to the battlefield, servers are config-
ured based on their role and where they are
located in terms of geography, network connec-
tivity, and military organization.

All servers in a TIGR network store the
metadata for all TIGR content in a local search
index. This helps ensure that when a soldier per-
forms a search within TIGR, they will not be
missing critical high-level information, even
when WAN connectivity is unavailable. When a
search is performed, the metadata in the local
database is used to retrieve the items best match-
ing that query.

The retrieved items can then be opened in
the user interface to study text and multimedia
content. When viewing a report, a media item
would typically be viewed at reduced resolution.
If there is a need for a higher-resolution item, it
might already be in the local repository, or it
might be elsewhere in the network. If it is
remote, it can be retrieved through a targeted
on-demand replication capability. Any media not
in the local repository will be unavailable if
WAN connectivity is down, and the soldier is
notified to try again when connectivity is
restored.

An example TIGR logical network is shown
in Fig. 4, illustrating the data flows and policies
between clients and servers of different types:
• Core servers: These are typically located

in stable locations — large bases with reli-
able facilities including good network con-
nectivity.  These servers provide
comprehensive repositories of content in
addition to serving as key participants in
the distribution topology. They are home
to search information (metadata), thumb-
nails, pictures, and media files (Power-
Point®, videos,  etc.) for all  content
created in a theater of operation. They
also have a copy of all map imagery for
the entire theater. 

• Edge servers: These are typically located in
smaller forward operating bases and com-
bat outposts, which are relatively fixed but
not as richly equipped in terms of network
connectivity and other amenities. These

TIGR is a distributed

cloud-based system

designed to operate

on disadvantaged

networks. TIGR uses

persistent TCP 

connections over

existing network

assets — tactical 

network assets under

unit control and the
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as available.
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servers provide local content and also serve
as a conduit through which content is
obtained from the other servers in the net-
work. Edge servers have detailed map
imagery for the area of operations of the
unit in which they reside, plus any other
imagery deemed useful. They contain search
information, thumbnails, and compressed
versions of pictures for all content created in
a theater of operations, plus full media for
the AOR served by the edge server. If a user
accesses media that is not local to the edge,
a directed media request is sent to the edge
server’s peers to retrieve the data, and it is
then cached locally for future reuse.

• Mobile servers: The touchscreen optimized
TIGR servers may operate disconnected on
low-bandwidth vehicles such as JCR sys-
tems, or connected as mobile edge servers

in vehicles with higher bandwidths such as
commanders’ vehicles in units with WIN-T
Increment 2 [5]. 

• Clients: Clients can be either web browsers
on the same computer on which the TIGR
server is installed or a web browser on other
computers on the same LAN as one of the
servers.
The typical TIGR data policy is to have all

data created on the TIGR network sent from the
edges to the core servers to preserve data integri-
ty and reliability (backups of all TIGR data can
be performed at any single geographically dis-
persed core server location). The core servers
will propagate back down to the edge servers
only the metadata, thumbnails, and compressed
versions of media to reduce bandwidth used
while allowing for a complete local search repos-
itory.

Figure 3. TIGR cloud topology in Iraq at its largest.
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TIGR INTEROPERABILITY

Interoperability and data exchange is an impor-
tant element for any tactical system. There are
other databases that hold data of interest to
TIGR users, and users of other systems that are
interested in analyzing TIGR data. TIGR is
capable of doing data exchange manually by
exporting and importing data in formats used by
Microsoft Office, FalconView™, Google Earth™,
and ESRI ArcGIS®. TIGR has used manual
imports to bring legacy repositories such as large
spreadsheets of places into TIGR. TIGR users
have manually exported TIGR data for visualiza-
tion in tools such as Analyst’s Notebook®, Axis-
Pro®, and Google Earth.

TIGR provides a SOAP-based web service to
allow external systems to access and manipulate
TIGR data in an automated fashion. This capa-
bility is used to pull TIGR data into other
databases including Combined Information Data
Network Exchange (CIDNE®), Command Post
of the Future (CPOF), Palantir, and Distributed
Common Ground Station — Army (DCGS-A).
TIGR automatically imports significant activities
(SIGACTs) and a number of other reports from
CIDNE, CPOF, and MarineLink, among others.

SERVER MANAGEMENT
Because deployed TIGR systems are composed
of servers utilizing disadvantaged tactical com-
munications networks, a unique management
system is required to overcome connectivity,
delay, and bandwidth issues. The TIGR monitor
provides four capabilities: overall TIGR network
situational awareness, detailed interserver traffic
monitoring, information on server configuration
and software status, and remote patching. The
management system utilizes monitoring process-
es that run on each TIGR server. These moni-
toring processes collect information from the
various TIGR processes as well as the host oper-
ating system, and then summarize this informa-
tion for periodic updates to a centralized
management server. The central management
server provides web-based graphical visualization
of the cloud status, including server status and
connectivity, synchronization policy settings, and
server software revision level (the topology dia-
gram in Fig. 3 is taken directly from this graphi-
cal interface). The central monitor allows for
remote network monitoring, the collection of
soldier usage statistics, and configuration
updates. The central management server also
has the ability to reach out to remote servers to
selectively update portions of the TIGR software
in a bandwidth-efficient yet persistent manner.

NETWORK UTILIZATION
The tactical networks deployed in theaters like
Iraq and Afghanistan are often taxed, and the
network utilization of an application is a critical
parameter in successfully coexisting with the
other applications on the tactical WAN. 

A representative flow for a newly authored
report starts with a user creating the report and
attaching media. Thumbnails and compressed
versions of the media are created and stored in

the local repository. The metadata is indexed
into the local search index. Next, a priority queu-
ing system first sends the metadata toward the
core of the network. Thumbnails are the next
queue transmitted, then the compressed versions,
and finally, the full size media is sent to the core.
On average, in Afghanistan we see edge servers
transmit approximately 2 Mbytes/day [10] up
toward their closest core server.

As the data flows to the core servers, the sub-
scriptions for what should be sent out to the
other edge servers come into play. In this case
content coming into the core from a particular
edge server will then be selectively sent out to all
of the other edge servers. The metadata will be
sent first, and then thumbnails of attached
media. Typically, a subscription is utilized that
also sends compressed media out to all edges,
but this is optional based on network bandwidth
availability. Usually, in Afghanistan a core server
will transmit 15 Mbytes/day of data down to
each edge server [10].

The general characteristics of TIGR data
flows is such that the core to edge traffic is the
aggregation of content at all servers in the net-
work, whereas the edge to core traffic is only the
content created at that particular edge server
and subject to more variability due to the chang-
ing nature (in particular, media attachments) of
any given day’s reporting requirements. The core
to edge traffic is less variable than the edge to
core traffic because it is an aggregation of
sources.

Traffic collected from Afghanistan provides
an opportunity to explore these traffic character-
istics in more depth. Figure 5 plots the daily
bytes sent from an edge to the core for 100
servers for seven days each. The resulting his-
togram has a Poisson distribution that is charac-
teristic of networking systems describing the

Figure 4. Sample TIGR logical network.
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traffic being offered into the system. The sam-
ples in the tail of the distribution are typically
either a large media attachment that dominates
a particular sample or the result of a long outage
at the tactical edge if WAN connectivity is lost
for multiple days; when the edge server comes
online, it has a larger than normal daily trans-
mission as it must send multiple days worth of
reporting to the core.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of daily bytes
sent from the core servers back out to the edge.
This is the histogram of received bytes for 100
servers, one sample for each of seven days.
Here the traffic distribution is Gaussian, as
might be expected by the central limit theorem,
because this traffic is the aggregate of a large
number of independent data sources. This data
shows the effect of multiple-day outages on data
sent from the core to the edge. The average
number of bytes sent was approximately 15
Mbytes/day, but also discernible in the tail of
the distribution are harmonics at the two-day
outage and three-day outage values of 30 and 45
Mbytes/day. 

This data illustrates that TIGR traffic is well
behaved and does not stress the WAN links

interconnecting outposts and larger bases, and
that the system has flexibility in what is sent
and at what rates [11, 12]. This provides the
ability to control data flows and network uti-
lization to support a wide variety of network
deployments.

TIGR DATA
TIGR has become a very rich historical data
repository filled with multimedia information.
There is over 170 Gbytes of data in the Iraq
repository, and the biggest single weekly growth
was over 2 Gbytes in the week of December 21,
2008. The combined repositories in Afghanistan
contain almost 300 Gbytes of soldier-generated
reports and media. The single biggest week of
data being added in Afghanistan was the week
of June 12, 2011, when over 3.7 Gbytes of data
was added, including more than 5000 pho-
tographs.

The consolidated TIGR repositories as of
January 2013 have more than 618,000 Events,
343,000 Places, 172,000 Reports, 29,000 Collec-
tions, and 293,000 photographs along with anoth-
er 281,000 media files (PowerPoint presentations,
Word documents, etc.).

In 2012, in Afghanistan alone, 9000 Power-
Point attachments taking up 24.5 Gbytes of disk
space were added, along with 20,750 pho-
tographs taking up 55.7 Gbytes of disk space. All
of this data is completely searchable using key-
words, units, categories, geographic regions, and
time. In 2012 soldiers performed almost 3 mil-
lion searches in Afghanistan. In a typical week in
Afghanistan during 2012, 3000 soldiers logged
into TIGR more than 9000 times to perform
56,000 searches, and create 3600 Events, 600
Places, and 900 multimedia documents adding 2
Gbytes of data to the repository, all while oper-
ating in a low-bandwidth network environment
with high latency, power outages, and difficult
environmental conditions.

CONCLUSIONS
As the Army moves toward its Common Operat-
ing Environment, the TIGR model (web-based,
WSDL interfaces, use of standard open tech-
nologies, cloud-like data provider and synching
mechanism) easily supports the new require-
ments across multiple computing environments
to include mounted, handheld, sensor, and com-
mand post. TIGR is unique because of its com-
bination of collaborative, intuitive products that
have enabled soldiers to find emergent usages
for the product itself, ranging from using TIGR
as a “yellow pages” and a logistics tracking tool,
for security surveillance, and more. 
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